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        Discover your Laika Model
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                    Kreos

                    The iconic voyager
                

                
                The Laika Kreos is the iconic voyager for long-distance travellers who strive for more than the obvious. It’s a bold statement of distinctive style and uncompromising quality.

                

                            

        
                        
                    
            
                
                    Kosmo

                    The chic companion
                

                
                Just as a strong Italian espresso gets you started in the morning, the Laika Kosmo energizes you for every kind of adventure with ease and in style. 

                

                                
                            

        
                        
                    
            
                
                    Ecovip

                    The elegant explorer
                

                
                Laika Ecovip is an elegant explorer for those seeking the perfect balance of agility, spaciousness and comfort.

                

                            

        
                                
        

     
        
        
    



    

    
    
        Who we are
        We create 

motorhomes infused with 

the Italian spirit.
        						Find out more
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            We are Laika, an Italian motorhome brand. How we experience and enjoy the world isdefined by the way we move through it.We believe in motorhome travelling as an immersive and engaging way of experiencing the world — and in the Italian way of enjoying life. 
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        Configurator
                    
                A motorhome to your taste. 

Our Laika configurator.            
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        The latest from Laika
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            The Kreos Motorhome brilliantly passes climatic chamber tests
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            Kosmo H 1319 awarded among “Reisemobil des Jahres 2024”
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            Laika presents the Kosmo H 1409 at the CMT in Stuttgart
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            La Dolce Vita comes to CMT in Stuttgart
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            Kreos Motorhome awarded at MMM Awards and German Design Award
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            Slovenia & Croatia by motorhome: itineraries
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            La Dolce Vita comes back to the Salone del Camper in Parma
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            Laika awaits you at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf 2023
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            The most important trade fairs for motorhome enthusiasts in Europe
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            The iconic Kreos Motorhome comes to Milan Design Week
        
         
        
        
        
        		



    




    
    
    
        Download
        Laika Lookbook
        						Read More
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			Address
			Laika Caravans S.p.A.

Via Certaldese 41/A

San Casciano in Val di Pesa

50026 Florence

Italy

			
		

		
			Contact
			Phone:

+39 055 805 81

Mail:

laika@laika.it
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	Youtube
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			News, events & dolce vita.

Our newsletter.
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				Download the new Laika brandbook and learn about our mission, values and inspiration.

								
				
				
				
					


 


















Mr
Ms




Please keep me regularly informed about new product information, offers and promotions. I can revoke my consent in this regard at any time.


I have read the Privacy Policy and agree to it.
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				Newsletter

								News, events & dolce vita.

Our newsletter.
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Please keep me regularly informed about new product information, offers and promotions. I can revoke my consent in this regard at any time.


I have read the Privacy Policy and agree to it.
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				Download the price list, now!

				

				
				
				You can find more information on our models here.


				
				Select price list
Motorhome - Camper Van -Price List - Technical Data
Motorhome - Camper Van - Price


				
				
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
							
											Download now!
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				The right combination for every taste.

				The Ecovip series offers a versatile selection of living worlds. Each combination includes both movable back cushions and decorative cushions.

				OK!
				

			

		

	





	
		
			
			
				
					Bed versions

					
											
							Single beds
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							Drop down bed
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							Queen bed
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								Kosmo
								The new Kosmo range: attractive exterior shapes combined with a modern, refined look
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								New concept, 

new targets
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								Ideal storage capacity
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								Fully equipped kitchen
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								A space dedicated to wellbeing
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												Kosmo Low-Profile
												Details
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												Kosmo Motorhome
												Details
											

									
																											

							

						

						
												
		

	






	
	
		
		
		
		
			

			
																		
						
							
								Ecovip
								The Ecovip range combines Italian style and design with practicality and comfort in a real house on four wheels.
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								Spacious living area 
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								Dreamlike comfort on Ergonomy mattresses
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								Sophisticated storage solutions
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								Design rear headboard
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												Ecovip Camper Van
												Details
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												Ecovip Motorhome
												Details
											

									
																											

							

						

						
												
		

	






	
	
		
		
		
		
			

			
																		
						
							
								Kreos
								The Kreos mission: redefine luxury motorhomes by combining Italian style with cutting-edge technology
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								Iconic Italian design by GFG-Style
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								State-of-the-Art driver's Cab
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								Outstanding insulation and heating
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								High-end interior layout
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